Cube Access WS iridium´n´berry 2019
Product price:

399,00 € tax included
Product attributes:
Frame Size: 17", 19", 16", 13,5"
Radgröße: 29", 27,5"
Gender: Female
Application area: Hardtail
Frame: Hard Tail

Product description:
Cube Access WS iridium´n´berry 2019
When you've got the urge to explore off-road, you'll want a bike that's up to the task: comfortable,
reliable and easy to handle. That's why we developed the Access. Like all of our female-specific
bikes, it's a complete tailored package with the emphasis on all-day comfort, responsive but stable
handling, and safety you can depend on. We paid special attention to the geometry, saddle, stem
length and handlebar width - so that every ride is a pleasure, not a chore. Mechanical disc brakes
give you the power you need to stop safely in any conditions, while 24 slick-shifting Shimano gears
mean you're just a click away from tackling any trail. There's even a Suntour suspension fork to
take the sting out of the trail and the edge off potholes and bumps. And, with our Size Split setup,
there's an Access to suit any rider. It's got everything you need and nothing you don't - just get out
and enjoy the ride!
Our designers pride themselves on understanding what each CUBE rider wants from their bike. For
the Access that means a comfortable fit and ride, with the reassurance of the safety that you'd
expect from CUBE. So we used our Compact Agile Ride Geometry to serve up a ride that's
inspirational when you want it, and stable when you need it. Lurking beneath the carefully applied
colour scheme - which uses a multi-layer wet paint process, so it'll keep its looks through the rough
and tumble of everyday life and off-road adventures - are lots of neat touches. An emphasis on
standover clearance ensures that every rider has the confidence to ride off-road, and we updated
the mudguard and luggage carrier mounting points for 2019 to make them even neater and easier
to use. New integrated cable routing complements the frame's great looks, while keeping gear
shifts smooth and brake power consistent with significantly less maintenance. And the revised,
complex section downtube is the stiff, strong and light backbone that the Access needs to respond
to every pedal stroke or change of direction with instant, confidence-inspiring agility.
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frame Aluminium Lite, AMF, Internal Cable Routing, Easy Mount Kickstand Ready
colour iridium´n´berry
sizeSize Split: 27.5: 13,5", 16" // 29: 17", 19"
forkSR Suntour XCE Coil, 100mm
headsetCUBE No.10 Semi-Integrated
stemCUBE Performance Stem, 31.8mm
handlebarCUBE Rise Trail Bar, 680mm
gripsCUBE Performance Grip
rear derailleurShimano RD-TX800, 8-Speed
front derailleurShimano FD-TY700-TS6, Downswing, 31.8mm
shiftersShimano ST-TX800, EZ Fire Plus
brake systemTektro MD-280, Mech. Disc Brake
crankset Shimano FC-T501, 42x34x24T, 170mm
cassette Shimano CS-HG200, 12-32T
chain KMC Z72
rims CUBE SD20, 32H, Disc
front hub CUBE Aluminium
rear hub CUBE Aluminium
tyres Schwalbe Smart Sam, Active, 2.1
pedals CUBE HPP MTB
saddle CUBE WS Active 1.1
seat post CUBE Performance Post, 27.2mm
seatclamp CUBE Varioclose, 31.8mm
weight 14,1 kg
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